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Creationism, Evolution Discussed
Meteorologist Craig James Speaks to 75 Here, Professor Responds
By Jeff Brand
News Editor
Speaking on "Creationism and
Evolution," Thursday night, local
weatherman Craig James lectured to
nearly 75 students and area residents
in the Commons dining room.
The speech, sponsored by
Collegiate Bible Studies, opened with a
prayer lead by John Bjorlie, president
of the campus organization.
James, a meteorologist at WOTV in
Grand Rapids, began the presentation

on Creationism and Evolution by been that animal and that changes only
stating, "The case is going to make it to occur in families of animals.
He explained that the most used
the Supreme Court, I've just found out.
I don't have the foggiest idea how that theory is macroevolution: evolution on
a large scale. "The theory is that over a
will come out."
He made three points in the speech long period of time," said James, "life
and slide presentation which he said originated out of the mud."
On this point, Grand Valley professor
refuted full scale evolution. One, there
is no mechanism for different species of Anthropology, Richard Flanders,
to progress into others. Two, much of said, "Actually it was clay." He was
the information needed to link changes interviewed Friday.
James mentioned that Darwin's
in species is missing. And three, over
generations, each animal has only observations were fine "His problem

Life Conference Held in G.R.
By Dan Roelofs
News Staff

coherent regarding the health care one promoting euthanasia. Euthanasia is
expects when death is imminent, she the painless death induced when one
said that she had an uneasy feeling but is suffering from a fatal, painful disease.
Marker stated that the Euthanasia
agreed with it.
Movement
began in the U.S. in 1938.
"It looks fine, it sounds fine... and
Due
to
Nazism
in Europe at the time,
when we read about it in Good
the
movement
gained little support.
Housekeeping it becomes associated
Because
society
was unable to accept
with apple pie." The problem, she
the
idea
of
euthanasia,
the Euthanasia
warned, is that The Living Will is merely
See "Life" on p.9
a rest stop for groups that are

Right to Life of Michigan held their
annual conference Friday and
Saturday, October 3 and 4, at the
Grand Center in Grand Rapids.
"Conference ’86" was kicked off Friday
night with a concert that featured
entertainer Marie Osmond
About
15-hundred people attended the
show
Saturday's schedule lor the six
hundred conferees was organized into
By Adrian White
11 workshops The titles of these
Staff W riter
workshops varied from "Corporate
It was a "barn burner" at Lubbers
Abortion Business” to "Challenge of
Stadium
last Saturday Even though it
Disability "
Rita Marker author, speaker, and rained constantly the Grand Valley
columnist for Living Will Magazine State Lakers sank the Ferris State
conducted a workshop titled "The Bulldogs in the mud bowl by the score
Living Will Just a Simple Declaration7'' of 30-22
The confrontation was brutal and
When Marker learned of The Living
Will, a document written while one is physical frorp the first Jo the last quarter

was when he started making forecasts.
I know all about that," he said.
According to
Professor Flanders,
Darwin was only able to follow family
lines in species. He wasn't aware of
DNA (dioxyribonucleic acid) which is
the mechanism of change in species.
The creationists, according to James,
believe in microevolution instead of
macroevolution. Showing a slide of the
phylogenic tree which depicts the path
of evolution, James said, "Creationists
realize that there is variety within kinds."
He said that several problems with
m acroevolution support limited
evolutionary changes over time. "You
can breed an animal so far and then
your experiment stops," said James.
"The organism either becomes sterile
or it snaps back."
In another argument he said, “They
try to find genetic mutations that work
out-that are beneficial to the organism.
An MIT computer test showed that in
4.5-billion years, there is not enough
See "E vo lutio n" on p.3

Kazen, Lakers Win Number Five
Both teams showed the 3,433 soaked
fans that the poor weather conditions,
wouldn't stop anyone from scoring
Grand Valley quarterback, Guy
Schuler and Bulldogs quarterback,
Dave DenBraber displayed their
leadership and talent
Schuler
completed 11 out of 17 for 225 yards
and three touchdowns. DenBraber
completed 19 out of 32 for 228 yards
and two touchdowns
Schuler's

throwing percentage may have been
better than DenBraber, but the
Bulldogs quarierback deserves a lot of
credit
The Lakers were the first to put
points on the board as Schuler hit
tightend Tom Kazen over the middle
for a 28 yard touchdown Schuler kept
the ball on an option left play as he
rambled into the endzone for the two
point conversion to make the score 8 0
with 10 40 remaining in the first quarter
Grand Valley scores again with 2 40
left m the first period as fullback Dan
Newton took an inside handoff from
Schuler on the Bulldogs 18 yard line to
find his way into the endzone
the
extra point attempt was good and the
l akers had developed a commanding
lead of 15 0 at this point it locked like a
route
See "Lakers" on p,12
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News Capsule

William Rehnauist’s
•Complied by Jeff Brand

__________________________________ dr— ,---------------------------------------------------------

State

Local
A s c h o o l te a c h e r in
Ottawa County was convicted
last week on two counts of
assault and battery.
The seventh-grade teacher
accused of shoving the
heads of two boys on their
desktops, could get up to 90
days in jail and a $100 fine
for each charge.
The
teacher was acquitted of a
m ore
se riou s
charge :
aggravated assault.
The
case awaits sentencing.

W illia m

Lucas,

to ld

those at an annual Right to
Life convention in Grand
Rapids Friday that the first
thing he would do as
governor would be the
banning of state-funded
abortions.
The
R e p u b lic a n
gubernatorial candidate has
been endorsed by Right to
Life of Michigan.

The M ichigan Supreme
C ourt convened again
Monday with a full agenda.
Among the cases it will
hear are:
'Whether retired high-level
Detroit city officials will collect
back pay after being
demoted by Mayor Coleman
Young.
'Should union organizers
be allowed to obtain names
and
a d d re s s e s
of
governm ent
em ployees
under the Freedom of
Information.Law?
'C a n
v id e o
poker
machines be considered
legal gaming devices?
Three of the Four major
car manufacturers that have
been offering incentives
reported their September
sales up from the same
month last year.

International

National

S o vie t D is s id e n t Y u ri
Orlov arrived this week in the
United States. .
In a story by Gannet’s USA
Today. Orfov said, T m very
glad I have begun a free life."
Orlov comes to the
as
part of a package that freed
American reporter Nicholas
Daniloff.
The m an n o m in a te d
Tuesday to be the US
ambassador to South Africa,
Edward Perkins, would be
the first black American to
serve in Pretoria if he is
confirmed by the Senate.
According to the Detroit
Free Press, he is praised by
State Department colleagues
as a professional diplomat
who inspires loyalty.
T h re e g un m e n b u rs t
into the Vatican's payroll
office last Tuesday in what
police there said was the first
armed robbery attempted at
‘ the city.

W illia m
R e h n q u is t’ s
Court began this week. The
Supreme Court wifi hear
these issues:
'In Florida, a school fired a
te a c h e r
who
had
a
tuberculosis relapse. She
claims firing violated the
fe d e ra l
h a n d ic a p p e d
discrimination law. If she
wins, employers could be
barred from firing victims of
another contagious disease,
AIDS.
'Louisiana law requires
public schools to teach
"Creation-science" whenever
evolution is taught. A lower
court ruled it violated
separation of church and
state.
*A black man convicted of
murder in Georgia claims the
application of the state’s
death penalty is racist since
those who kill whites there
are 11 times more likely to
get the death sentence.

Security Has Busy Weekend
By Jeff Brand
News Editor
Three property damage
accidents occured in Grand
Valley parking lots last week,
each involving vehicles
a c co rd in g
to
cam pus
security.
There were no
injuries.
Two of the incidents were
hit-and-runs as unidentified
drivers allegedly struck the
legally parked cars.
The third accident was
reported on Campus Drive.
A vehicle pulled out of a
parking lot and was struck by
an approaching car.
No
names were released
The men's locker room in
the fieldhouse was the scene
of two
larcenies
last
weekend
According to
Security Director Allen
Wygant, both events involved
lockers from which locks
were cut
Each victim netted a loss of
eight dollars in cash One
reported stolen, a 70 dollar
pair of "Dock Siders " Names

are being withheld pending
investigation, but Wygant
mentioned that both victims
are members of the Grand
Valley Swim team.

Malicious destruction to
property was reported to
cam pus
s e c u rity
last
weekend. Approximately six
hundred dollars in damage
was the result of tire slashing:
all on one vehicle.
Campus police say the act
took place in the Ravine
apartm ents parking lot
between Thursday night and
Sunday morning.
Also, Vehicle identification
number tags were taken from
an unspecified number of
cars in the same parking lot
The metal tags have a
combined estimated value of
50 dollars.

A final incident, which
cam pus
p o lic e
are
classifying as a "disorderly,"
occured around 1:45 Friday

morning.
According to Wygant, dorm
security personnel were
notified that there were four
individuals in possession of
what were reported as
weapons in the v icinity of the
dorms.
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Police report that one
subject was holding a sledge
hammer and another, an ax.
Wygant said, "They were
informed that our people
were campus security. They
were
asked
to
give
identifications at which point
they ran and split up. Two
subjects were pursued, one
was repeatedly asked to
identify and continued to
refuse "
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Wygant said the subjects
came in contact with a duty
officer near the Ravine
apartments.
One of the
subjects was then detained
and again failed to give his
identity. "At which point,"
said Wygant, "he was
searched and identified
The subject was reieased
pending formal charges.

Stall Photographers

The Lanthorn is a sell-supported weekly publication Its revenue is raised through the
sale of advertising. As Grand Valley State College's official student newspaper, we wish
t to be known that the opinions expressed in the I anthorn do not necessarily reflect the
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m length and non-libelous The I anthorn staff reserves the right to edit letters to mee'
editorial policy and space limitations.
The Lanthorn also welcomes free-lance stories, poetry, art and photographs on a
non-paid. volunteer basis Submit by mail or in person at the I anfhnm office
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Michigan 4940’ Phone (616) 895 3 ’ 20 or 895 36C8
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"What's your impression
of the serving system at
the Galley?"

E ditorial:
Students Need Directory
by Kathleen Marron
Editor-In-C hief
A student directory is glaringly absent from this campus. Why
is this so? Is this college so unorganized that the adminstration
can't get their act together on this? Or is the college so tight for
money they can't afford it?
Michigan State has around 45,000 students. Hope College
and Calvin College have roughly 10,000 students each. All these
universities have a student directory out for each student by the
second week of school. Not only that, but these directories
include, name, school and home phone number, school and
home address, class status, and at Calvin, the ID photos of the
students. If they can do it with more students than this college has
even dreamed of, why can't we?
Not that it would be so hard. Housing and The Records Office
already have all the students numbers and school addresses on
file. I'm sure the extra work would be worth the time they have to
take now answering directory requests You tell me What would it
take to get a student directory at Grand Valley State College9

"Evolution" from p.1
time for all perfectly
beneficial mutations to lead
to man,"
He noted that
most
mutations are bad for the
organism and can often be
terminal. Responding to this,
Flanders said, "We know the
mutation rate, one in ten to
the
fif th
(one
in
100-thousand). It's going on
all the time. We know that
most
m u ta tio n s
are
deleterious.” But, Flanders
pointed out that with the total
population, a change in
100-thousand genes is
bound to produce positive
changes
James said that natural
selection itself does not work
"Whatever you do physically
cannot be passed on to your
kids," he said "We've been
cutting off the Cocker
Spaniel's tail for years and
every time one of them is
born he's got a tail
James used much of his
time
to
discuss
the
"Interdependence of Parts"
theory E*p'a nmg that a bad
mutation m ,~^mn pad of b o
eye will r , n r e r r r > opera* on d that organ h>*
said t •ris o'ton r s :*>>
organism to which the part
belongs According to most
textbooks this is described
as part of natural selection
But James asked. "Have you
come across a biology book
which includes a chapter on
d.'ficulties with this theory9"
Professor Flanders noted
'-■ough "Any biology book
w o r t h its salt will say there
are things we don't know
,A.nat he s saying is the book
"■as to be perfect because
our model is the perfect book
And the perfect book doesr t
nave to be proven "
Further attempting to
O'Scredi! macroevcluhon

James said, "Some theories
show something like a cow
evolved into a whale." He
noted that scientists have
theorized, for example, that a
cow began swimming for
food and slowly developed
fish'like features. "No matter
h o w ^ n g my kids do it (go
swimming), they can't get
their nose to migrate to the
top of their head," he said,
explaining how difficult it
would be for a cow's nose to
eventually become a whale's
blow hole.
Refuting scientific theory
that cells began on earth
billions of years ago and
slowly developed into the
variety of creatures today,
James said, "That whole
concept is so rooted with
false information "
But according to scientific
data of progression in
families today, it appears that
changes occured throughout
time and are occurmg now
"To say that science is wrong
here, you have to say that all
science is wrong " noted
Flanders He pointed cut that
science bus led to many
'eal.t es i - e td e . s on <* <
■■«a '"pie
C" mges m f •• 'a - ,
of the female pelvic berth anc
the human mandible
The
former is evident w th th e
in crea sed -n u m b e r
of
C sections performed m
delivery rooms Without this
surgical ability according to
Flanders there would be
small selective pressure
resulting m infant deaths
The latter Flanders noted is
evident m his classes Less
and
less
people
are
developing them third molars
James drew at* era, on to
me
"P u n c tu a te d
Equilibrium ' This concept
states that there is little
evidence of progression m

Sheri Yusko

Penney Claypool

"I hate it. The salad bar
isn't there . I want it back
the way it was

"I never eat there. This
is the first time and I didn't
have a oroblem with it."

"I miss burritos."

Orin Rankin

Jim Cox

Dave Pfeffer

"The serving system
made me discover the
Oak Room Why wart
in line for 30 minutes9"

"I miss the convenience
of the bar. At noon it
seems to be crowded "

“I like the new system.
But just one suggestion,
they should put the
convenience stuff out
here."

Lori Rozich
i

and between species for a
period of several-million
years James explained that
there simply wasn't any He
said that this part of the
evolu tion is called the
Hopeful Monster
"When scientists are asked.
"Why don't you see evolution
TOmg cn r;g*•.t now9'' they
say because if happens so
slow, t " James said "And
A f '• •r' *h»-y am asked "Why
1" t you see in bet weens
‘ css : changes 9" they say
tax ame .! happens too fast "
F,n;i y before answering
rues: css James said "1
*■ \ r I't ta'ked about the age
cJcJU',o yet " He said that
r\ f. j | r.; the Apollo missions to
moon
s c ie n tis ts
*
ated
the
amount
of dust
caicui
a mch should cover the moon
to be several hundred feet
’ n ,CK a‘ter 4 5 billion years
This because there is no
i un a r atmosphere m which
the stellar dust would
burn
before
other w,se
settling on the surface "But
•here was only a couple of
nches when NASA went ."
ne s;a.d "so the moon is
yCLng

Channel eight weatherman C rag ja - ie s spea«< •
tr
local residents about a hot -ss„e C 'e a h c" <•” a-.r t .
speach includes a slide presentation
Pr c o c, Je“ R* m

"There is an enormous
amount of evidence on the
y o u n g age but we had to go
to 15 11b r a r i e s to get
information on this " he said
When asked b w oid he
thought the Earth is James
revealed "My personal belief
is that n is ten thousand
r ears old
Defending the scientifically
established age of the moon
F'anders said "Moon rocks

nave
b e “ n dated
to
•o u r and a had b on years
by
Pota ss *um
argon
techniques "
The
s.gn
advertising
James speech was written
"CreationiSMi «s Evc'ut on "
instead of "Creationism and
Evolution
Accord r g to
B ib le Stuc es membe' s this
was an oversiqht

Lunchbreak Is Fine Art
By Kimberly Navarre
Campus Life W riter
Lunchtime can be a d u ll, everyday
ritual but not for those who take
advantage of the Lunchbreak Series,
offered every Thursday from noon to
1pm. The Lunchbreak Series was
organized to help offer entertainment
in the field of fine arts to the public. All
shows are free, featuring high quality
performers and may be seen in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre, located in
the Calder Fine Arts Center.
"I'm very careful about who I book,
"said Mr. Art Hills, executive assistant
of the president, "They are all fine

performers from literally all over Europe
and the United States."
The program has existed for the past
eight years with professional level
music, theatre, dance, mime, and
puppet performances; each year 20-30
shows are booked with events of this
kind. The objective is "essentially, to
broaden our horizons, whether it’s
music, dance, theater, or mime,"
explained Mr. Hills.
Murial Bach, impersonating artist,
appeared on October 2 in her
extraordinary one-woman show "Of all
the nerve.” She portrayed various
characters and brought them to life: 1a
particular moment of crisis. A new and
unique voice also came with each

monolog as she creatively transformed
from one fully costumed character to
another.
Mark Olsen appeared on September
25 with several mime skits which kept
the audiances' sharp attention. Some
contained dialogue including the skit
about "Becky" and almost missing his
own wedding. Members from the
audience were chosen randomly to
appear on stage in a few of the skits.
They tried to hold in their laughter while
acting out several mime techniques.
"I liked the mime," said Laurie
Mercer, junior,"he used little language,
but you could understand what he was
doing just by the movement."
"It (the show) was very good," said

Cathi Connell, freshman," most of the
time I knew what he was doing."
Olsen played a leading role in the
internationally renowned mime/mask
show Mummenshanz for two years.
including
performances in the
broadway hit show and concerts in the
U.S., Canada, South America, and
Europe.

An extra advantage to the
Lunchbreak Series are sandwiches
fresh fruit, and drinks are available to be
purchased at the door.
"Lots of people have lunch from
noon to one. It's wonderful to enjoy an
art form and eat at the same time,"
added Mr. Hills.

"Crocodile Dundee" Is Pure Fun And Entertainment
By Amy Klofkorn
Campus Life Editor

Dundee (Paul Hogan) is tracked down
by a gutsy journalist by the name of
Sue Charlton (Linda Kozlowski) in
Fun, entertainment, and escape.
Dundee's native territory - the
These three elements make up the
Australian
outback Charlton has
m m m m ^m m mmm
heard rather exaggerated rumors
pertaining to Dundee's antics in the
____
..... :
T V
|
wild Charlton spends a few days in
close proximity to Dundee and finds
that he has adapted quite well to his
environment. Dundee is the calm,
$3.00 O ff haircuts or reg. priced perms
?W :
-v ::i Indiana Jones type until he returns to
By appt only 457-4620 ,
L, •
*1 the concrete jungle of New York City
.1 with Charlton While in the city he
good month of October
I
I manages to get himself into all sorts of
K amusing binds since he is unfamiliar
j$ 3 ^
i i S
! £
2_ muni with city life
Hogan, who co-wrote the script and
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * *
produced
the film has an on-screen
Z
SPECIA LIZING IN
5
presence which is effectively
Junior, Misses,& Queen Size Clothing^ charming Hogan is a major television
and film star in his native Australia I
1
• speci al •
^
wouldn't be surprised if he becomes a
1 11 H /
I
shoLU
shoLu s tu d e n t ID and get J
film "Crocodile Dundee". This picture
is a pleasant diversion for those who
want'to see a light comedy.
The central character of Crocodile
mmm mm m m m m m m -* * .» * * *

r «53 GRAND VALLEY

G AR M EN T BAG

$3 !

COUPONf

Newcomer Kozlowski does a fine job
in her first major film role She makes
the audience hang by a thread in a
chase scene which involves herself
tracking down Dundee in a crowded
subway terminal at the conclusion
Another positive aspect is that of the
wide-screen photography done by
Russell Boyd The Australia shots are
beautiful and are reminiscent of the
cinematography in "Out ol Africa"
Director Peter Faiman keeps the
shots moving, thus there is never a
dull moment I do have a few qualms
concerning nepotism and sexist
implications in the film, but those can
be overlooked since the story itself is
so entertaining
Rated PG 13 Now Showing at
Studio 28

{ 5.00 OFF

.. . . . j
a SLueat s h irt

Thot For Today

Exp 10,7 '86

6837 Lake Mi Dr
895-5103

big box office attraction in the states
as well

H o u r s : Sat. 10 4

*

A loafer is a person who is
trying to make both w eek
ends meet

PRiEWOS

Life is 10 percent what you
make it and 90 percent how
you take it

V
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by John Zaugra
Counseling Center
Catch the Wave, the theme serving
as a local point for. student services
during the 1986-87 acedemic year,
personifies numerous ideas for GVSC
students. It encourages individuals to
become involved "with the campus
community, not only acedemically, but
also socially;
it suggests that
individuals make a commitment to
excellence and to achievement; it
implies an attitude of positiveness
about the campus environment; it
exhorts individuals to develop personal
attributes, abilities, and values; and it
proposes that all individuals can be a
successful part of the GVSC
community. Appreciate the Wave!
Given the meaningfulness of our
theme, one question needing to be
addressed is: What can I do to "Catch
the Wave?"
Here are some
suggestions to follow:
• Put vour Act Together!
Don't delay! Begin to develop your
personal attributes.
Learn to
communicate more effectively with
others. Listen to what your instructors
suggest about careers and college
majors. Be inquisitive, ask questions,
become a problem identifier and solver.
Sense the Wave!

‘ Study !

Remember! The most important
reason why you’re attending GVSC is
fo r
in te lle c tu a l
developm ent:

READING, THINKING, WRITING,
AND PERFORMING! Granted there
needs to exist a healthy balance
between acedemic preparation and
social participation, but , no one must
lose sight of the primary reason tor
GVSC's existence. . . . development
and enhancement of your intellectual
abilities and skills. Conceptualize the
Wave!
• Use Your Time Wisely
There are 168 hours in a week' Use
a minimum of 1/3 of those hours for
your personal time and career
development. It is not unusual for
individuals to devote 50 plus hours a
week to prepare themselves for

The Zeta Delta Chi Sorority was founded in the fall of 1985
by Jill Green and Marcy King.
The two provided the impetus that brought the sorority
into existence. When word got out that a new sorority was
forming, they were quickly joined by ten other women with
similar goals.
When asked why she felt a new sorority should be formed,
Green replied, "We wanted to be different, we didn't want to
make prospective members feel that they had to act, think,
and hold similar interests as all the other women in the
sorority in order to fit in."
The Zetas are also the first sorority to have women of
different races involved. This was another way in that the
Zetas are different from other sororities.
When asked why the Zetas are the best Sorority on
campus, Green responded that "the diversity of its
members." The Zetas welcome members of different
interests and majors to join. They seem to gain strength from
the varying backgrounds and interests of their members.
The Zetas currently have approximately twenty members

demanding and challenging career
fields. You will spend $20,000 plus for
your collegiate education. Get the
most for your money! Value the Wave!
•B e so m e -in yo M
Don’t be a wall flower! Become an
active member of the GVSC family.
C ontribute to GVSC through
involvement in residential life programs,
student government activities, and
organizations/clubs. Learn through
participation. Become a member of the
GVSC community. You will enjoy it!
Ride the Wave!

•Make Friends!
You don’t come to GVSC to be a
loner!
Make friends with your
and are now in the process of taking in new members. If yoi
classmates, become known by your
are interested in the Zeta Delta Chis call 895-6076.
advisor, and get to know your
instructors. Try to make a new friends
each week. Expand your awareness of
individuals representing different
cultures on campus. Learn the name of
at least one student attending GVSC
piquant, poignant, and pungent in
from a foriegn country. Develop your By James C. Femald
their figurative use keep very close to
cultural horizans. Meet the Wave!
their literal sense.

WORD POWER

•Commit!
Make a personal commitment to
yourself to be your best. Establish
goals and priorities. Stick to them.
Don't vacillate or change them unless
absolutely necessary! Strive to hit your
target. Develop them to their fullest.
Go for the Wave!

RACY
flavorous
lively
poignant
rich
spirited

forcible
piquant
pungent
spicy

Racy applies in the first instance to
the pleasing flavor characteristic of
Hopefully, you're beginning to certain wines, often attributed to the
"Catch the Wave". If you need some soil from which they come. Pungent
assistance, contact the Career denotes something sharply irritating to
Planning and Counseling Center, the organs of taste and smell, as
895-3266, located in the Commons. pepper, vinegar, ammonia; piquant
Make an appoitment to visit with a denotes a quality similar in kind to
counselor. Individual assistance can be pungent but less in degree, stimulating
provided in theareas of career planning, and agreeable; pungent spices may be
personal growth, substance abuse, deftly compounded into a piquan t
problem soving, study skills, and other sauce Poignant is sharp or stimulating
keenly piercing.
matters of concern.
Visits are to the taste;
implies savory;
confidential; appointments available at F l a v o r o u s
times conductive to your class well-flavored; imparting a characteristic
quality. As applied to literary products
schedule.
racy refers to that which has a striking,
vigorous,
pleasing originality; spicy, to
To "Catch the Wave", you must take
that
which
is stimulating to the mental
the first step
FIND
YOUR
taste,
as
spice is tc the physical;
W A V E !!!!

ANTONYMS: cold, dull, flat, flavorous
insipid, prosy, stale, stupid, tasteless,

CDmmumcDRE
♦TER M PA PERS
♦R E S U M E S **T H E S E S
♦ T Y P IN G
* W O R D P R O C E S S IN G

ALL YOUR TYPING
NEEDS AT REASONABLE
RATES
950 TAYLOR GRAND
HAVEN ,MI
846-7730
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Science Editor To Speak
By Amy Klofkorn
Campus Life Editor
Walter Sullivan, science editor of
the New York Times for the past 20
years, w ill speak about his
experiences as a journalist on
Friday, October 10. The topic of the
lecture is "Science and the Media Explaining the lnexplicable:From
Q uarks to Q uasars".
The
presentation will take place at 2 p.m
in Louis Armstrong Theater in the
Calder Fine Arts Center.

riter
ist

V

Contact the Lanthorn at 895-3120

FA M ILY

DELI
'

PORMALLY PARTY TIME DELI
411 Wilson Ave. NW.
Wilson just north of Lake Mich. Dr.

• DELI HOURS:*
M-Th ll-9p.m .
Fri-Sat. 11-11p.m.
Sun. 12-9p.m.
COLD SANDWICHES
always available!

OPEN
24
HOURS
SPECIAL!
Budweiser
B u d L ight
6 pk. 12oz cans
$2.69 +■ tax + dep
24 PACK CANS
$9.99 + tax + dep
exp. 10/15/86

DELI SPECIAL
1/2 lb. Ocean Pearch
1/2 lb. Foes
Cole Slaw & Tartar Sauce
$2.19 + tax ( reg. $3.19)
exp. 10/15/86

791-0740

!

1
!

COUPON

10% O F F
; A N Y DELI O R D ER

Do you have a question for Kate?
Address your letters to: Dear Kate, c/o
The Lanthorn, Kirkhof Center,
G.V.S.C., Allendale, Mi. 49401

K a te

IB M Y <m IJ M f W ?
This week's focus:
The Career Planning and
Counseling Center
By Karen Kacynski
Assistant Editor

Y o b don't have to be "super-good", just
willing to learn!
There's openings for
people interested in writing for news, and
campus, life. We also need people to help
paste-up ads, and pages.
Discover the
creativity, versitility, and rewarding life
of a newspaper career i i i

PANTRY

Dear Readers,
"Dear Kate" will be discontinued in
a week if response continues as it has
been (none). Please write I '
Y oors t r u ly ,

Sullivan joined the New York
Times in 1940 as a copy boy and
became the paper's science editor
in 1966. He has covered a range of
subjects from Antarctic expeditions'
to the Apollo space missions.
Sullivan is also the author of seven
books and has various awards to his
credit.
The series will bring various
guest lecturers to the campus each
year. Admission to the presentation
is free.

3

*
!
|

[ W I T H S T U D E N T ID [
lE X C E P T Items on Special i
1
Exp 12/30/86
J

L..................................................,:
K EG BEER
FISH FR Y
BBQ RIBS
W E T B U R R IT O 'S
C H IC K E N D E L I SUBS
PIZ Z A
G R O C E R IE S
B E E R & W IN E
L IQ U O R

The Career Planning and Counseling
Center offers beneficial services to all
Grand Valley students.
The Lanthorn talked to Diana Pace,
director of the Center, and to Harriet
Singleton, a counselor there, about the
Center's services.
Both women emphasized ttjat
students need to be aware that the
Center can not only help those with
career or emotional difficulties, but can
also reinforce the values and career
choices of those students who don't
eel they have problems.
Something new at the Center this
year are two different computer
software packages.
"Eureka" is a skills development
program. It does an inventory of the
skills a person wants to use in a future
career. It also gives possible career
choices for those areas showing a
strong skill level.
"Sigi Plus" is a values clarification
program. It helps a person establish a
ank order of values - those things
most desired in a career such as salary
and leisure time.
Both of these programs can be used
by students at no cost, but students
must make an appointment and speak
o a counselor before using them.
Also new this year the Counseling
Center, in coordination with the
Academic Resource Center and some
of the faculty, is offering a course called
Freshmen Seminar." The eight-week
course teaches freshmen study skills,
low to use the library and counseling
serviced, and how to make a career
•choice. The course is still in an
*
+
*

*
*
*
*
Jf
*
*
*
*
♦
*
*
*
*
*
if

experimental stage but may be offered
every semester if it is successful and
freshmen express a need for it.
Did you know...
--that the Center has a computer
program called "Discover" that helps
you learn to write a resume? The
program asks you all the right questions
and prints out a sample copy of the
finished resume.
-that the Center offers seminars on
such things as stress management and
assertiveness training? A new semina
this year is "Careers for Minority
Students." The Center will offer other
seminars to different groups if a need is
expressed for them.
-tha t the Center will be offering a
"Preparation for Exams Workshop’
December 1? The workshop will be in
the evening , and wifi emphasize
over-coming test anxiety and good
study skills. More information will be
published later.
-that the Center has four
counselors, two of which are licensed
psychologists? All four work with career
counseling as well as personal and
drug counseling. The Center also
consults a psychiatrist once a month for
any special cases they have and will
refer a person to a community agency if
they need to.
So if you ever need someone to talk,
to or help you through a rough time oi|
you just want to make sure that you've!
picked the right career, give the*
Counseling and Career Planning?
Center a call at 895-3266
*

C M
M

(PE (F

■
“Students*

*Faculty*
Come take a free look at
IBM'S
PC product line
KIRKHOF CENTER
CRB I NS D,E,F
O c t o b e r 14
9 a .m . - 4p.m.

Jf
*
*
*
f
♦
*
f
*
*
*
*
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*
+
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*
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CDassfflM A<fls
TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY.
Gain valuable marketing experience
while earning
money. Campus
representative needed immediatly for
spring break trip to Florida. Call
Campus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.
HORSEBACK RIDING SPECIAL:
$ 5 : 0 0 For 1 hour . Ride with or
without a guide. Weekdays thru Oct.
Beautiful color wooded trails . Also 2-3
hour rides, sunset rides, horse-drawn
hayridcs. FLYING
HORSESHOE
RANCH 795-7119

$60.00 PER HUNRED PAID: For
remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed stamped envelope for
information / application. Associates,
Box 95-B NJ 07203

Research Papers . ’15,278 available!
catalog $ 2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT,
Los
A ngeles
90025.
TOLLFREE Hot Line 1-800-351-0222,
Ext. 33, VISA/MC or COD.

NEEDED
A ride for Tuesday & Thursday
night
Classes 6-9 p.m. from
Jcnison area. Please call 669-5114.

LITTLE ADS CATCH THE EYE:
Place your ad in the classified section
for under $2.00 today! For more info
call the Landthom, 895-3120

DIAL-A-TYPIST
For term papers, compositions, research,
aid and editing!
Call Marcy at
245-8874.

TERM PAPERS, RESUMES, etc.
Typed, accurate, fast, professional,
reasonable, call 532-2960

Some things^
‘ i i i ' rr i

Students may sign up for these seminars
at the Career Planning & Counseling
Center, located in the Commons. Staff
members are avail- able from 8am to 7pm *
on Monday and 8am to 5pm Tuesday
through Friday. Ph:895-3266
Oct 14
Stress Management, 5:30
7pm, 152 Commons,
Limit 12
Oct 14
Preparation for Gradua
tion, 3-5 pm, limit 12

The Holocaust

-i

-some don't
i i. i i j i

Career Planning &
Counseling Center

Except for the events on Nov 9 and 16,
all events are scheduled for the noon
hour in rm. 102 Manitou.
Oct 13,
Adriana and Peter Termnaat,
15
hid jews
Oct 17
Mandy Evans, in hiding

| | change
.. i

lilt e iM ii'p

i i

Comedy
listening to those brief cartoons than
I woke up early last Saturday
did in school. When you could sing
morning, 6:30 a m , as a matter of fact.
along though the entire song, you
I have never really watched cartoons
knew what a conjunction or the
since my childhood days. Cartoon
preamble to the constitution was.
themes have changed so much over
They were educational cartoons back
the last ten years.
then. I guess that's why Mom never
He-Man, The Transformers, The
complained about waking up to the
Thundercats and the WWF Wrestlers
sounds of laughter, and the noiseness
have replaced Bugs Bunny, Richie
of me eating my Cap'n Crunch Berries
Rich, The Flintstones and The Archies.
on those Saturday mornings.
I was surprised to learn that Bozo the
Things have changed a lot since
Clown was still on the air. I thought he
then. Juveniles are becoming an
had surcome to poor ratings long ago.
endangered species. So far this year
After all, children today seem to be
approximately 283 youths under the
more interested in space-age weapons
age of 17 have been murdered in
and the application of headlocks, than
Detroit alone. Imagine the national
the humorous escapades of Flintstone
average, it's a much larger and
and Rubble.
frightening figure..
Bozo hasn't really changed much
It's too bad things have to change.
over the years. Of course, in real life
Children are growing up faster and
there have been hundreds of actors
faster with each new generation. It’s a
who have played the part, but isn't it fun
wonder their genes can keep up with
to imagine that there has been but their mental capacities.
one ageless balding red-head clown?
I remember Bozo asking silly
Remember Captain Kangaroo, and
questions like, "How old are you little
his partner Mr. Greenjeans? I really girl?" The little girl would answer
loved the clowns he had on his show.
six-years-old, and then Bozo would
Fortunately, they survived long after
ask, "Are you married?"
the networks gave-up on the show,
Back in the day, it was a really silly
thanks to cable television.
little game he played, I thought. It was
Why did it all have to change? Why funny though, and still is. But now it
did violence and space-age technology
makes one ponder things, such as
overtake the cartoon world?
childhood preganancies.
Rember Schoolhouse Rock? You
Yup, cartoons were a lot less
know, "Conjunction junction what's
complicated back then. I would give
your function?," and "We the people , anything to go back to the days before
in order to form a more perfect union, responsibility and maturity. When my
provide-for-defense,and
ensure biggest decision was what cartoon to
domestic tranquility “
watch, or what kind of Cap'n Crunch to
I think I learned more watching and eat.

Plasma Center

$
$

454-8251
Hours for donations:
M - Th 7a.m. - 4:15p.m.
T & F 6a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays
Help others & recieve a $10 bonus with
Your first Plasma Donation, Plus this Coupon

Kevin Matthews makes a re
turn visit to GVSC with Dan
Ballard of WLAV F.M. 12
noon.Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center. Admission $2.50.
Everyone welcome.
Sam Kinison and Carl Labove
at the State Theatre in
Kalamazoo, 8 p.m. Tickets
$13.50. Available at all
Believe In Music. Ticketmaster, and the State Theatre
Box Office.

Nov 5
■

s la S

r

SATURDAY 7 pm KIRKHOF CENTER
___ SUNDAY 7 pm & 9 pm LAT
aludanla, %7 n o n -ilu d B n ls "*""1
FUNDED BY GVSC STUDENT SENATE

See Calendar p. 8

REDKEN
FREE HAIRCUT • PERM • COLOR
Men and women needed fo r
Redken and Paul Mitchell Pro
fessional Hair Seminar to
demonstrate the latest hair
styles. This is your chance to
receive a new look from the
top international hairdesigners.
For information call Shelly at
942-0060. Should be open to
change in style.

P R U L M IT C H E L L E5Y 5 T E M 5
you T r i e d the Rest-

f

Cherry Street
645 Cherry S E.

Oct 15

$
$

n o w T r y th e B e s t !

EIUA
MON.-THURS. 4:00-1:00
FRI.-SAT. 4:00-2:00
SUNDAY. 4:00-12:00

791-0568
2844 Lake michigan drive

.75 cents OFF
SUBS & STR O M B O LIE S

S I for first visit during the week j
$ 12 for second visit during the week'
Earn Extra Income Weekly By Donating Plasma

( MINIMUM OF TWO )
exp. 10/15/86
I
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What's Cookin'
‘

Place the batter in a greased bread
By Rodd Monts
pan. Bake the bread about one houi
Staff Writer
until done. (A toothpick inserted into
Nine months ago, Don Williams,
the center should come out clean).
director
the Minority Business
Quick breads are fast and easy, even- Cool before slicing.
Education
Center, came to Grand
from scratch. There are many flavor
Banana Wheat Germ Bread
Valley
to
assist
minorities in'achieving a
varieties, fruit nut or sweet breads. For
quality education.
breakfast they are great with butter, for
Prepare:
Williams developed a program
lunch with dheese and fruit or topped
Banana Bread above
centered around incoming freshman
with cream cheese, and are even a
Use in all:
students interested in business
good companion to soup for dinner.
1 1/2 cups flour
curriculums, which assists them in their
Here are a couple of "classics".
Add:
vocations.
1/4 cup wheat germ
Through the program, students have
Quick Banana Bread
an
opportunity to intern in businesses
(an 8 1/2x4 1/2 inch loaf)
Quick Carrot-Nut Bread
during the -summers of their college
(one 5 x 9 inch loaf)
years. The internships can be arranged
‘ Have all ingredients at about 70
in the Grand Rapids area, or possibly in
degrees
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
the
students' hometowns.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Williams began the legwork for the
Sift together:
program in Febuary. He has received a
Sift together:
1
1/2
cups
flour
lot of support from the administration
1 3/4 cups flour
1 1/2 teaspoons baking soda
and faculty, including President Arend
2 1/4 teaspoons double-acting
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
Lubbers, Dean Marvin DeVries, of the
baking powder _
Add:
Seidman
School of Business and
1/2 teaspoon salt
3/4 cup sugar
Donald
Klein,
a Seidman School
Blend until creamy:
2 beaten eggs
professor.
1/3 cup shortening
1/2 cup vegetable oil
"I would like to thank everyone on
2/3 cup sugar
1
teaspoon
vanilla
campus
for their support, students and
2/3 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1/2 teaspoon salt
staff
alike,"
said Williams.
Beat in:
Blend in with a few swift strokes:
Williams
did not expect the program
1 to 2 beaten eggs
1 1/2 cups grated carrots
to
blossom
so quickly. "I didn’t think it
1 to 1/4 cups ripe banana pulp
1 1/2 cups ground pecans or walnuts would get this big this fast, because I
Add the sifted ingredients in about
Bake in a greased pan about one got here so late (in January)," he said.
three parts to the sugar mixture. Beat
hour. Cool in the pan 10 minutes, then
The program has shown promise, but
the batter after each addition until
turn over onto a rack for further cooling. "not as much as it's going to,"
smooth. Fold in:
Recipes from: The Jov of Cooking, according to Williams. "It's going to be
(1/2 cup broken nutmeats)
Irma S. Rombauer and Marion big. It's going to be good. And we are
(1/2 cup finely chopped dried
Rombauer Becker. Bonapetit!
going to have some kids graduate."
aDiicots)
_________________________________
Increasing the percentage of
Calendar from p. 7
minorities who enter and graduate is a
Culture Calendar
WMAX CONCERT LINE
principal goal of the program.
Oct 9
Jacqueline Williams, Youth Oct 18,19 Bob Bennet, GR
Thus far, 13 businesses, from five
Director of the South African Oct 11
Petra, Degarmo & Kay,
cities across Michigan, are participating

By Jan Cheryl Allen
Campus Life Writer

Oct 118
31
Oct 12

Council of Churches, at new
tickets-GR 957-6282
Hope Baptist Church, 130 American Advertising
Delaware S.W., GR, 8pm,
Federation (AAF)
sponsored by the Institute for
Meets:
2 p.m. Thursday
Global Education.
5 p.m. Sunday
Visitor's night at James C.
The Cove, Kirkhof Center
Veen Observatory, on clear
President: Katie Bolinger
nights only 8:30-11pm.
All school of communications and
Guided Tours of the Voig'
English majors welcome.
House Museum, 115 College
SE, GR 2nd Sun of Month, Public R elations Student
1-3pm.
Society of America

Collegiate Bible Studies
Schedule
Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more
info, call Keith 538-9771 or John
459-3081 or Prof. Sturm 895-5115.
Oct 9
Commons Dining RoomJohn Bjorlie,President of
CBS, The Problem of Sin
Oct 16 Commons. Dining RoomJohn Bjorlie, President of
CBS, Considering Eternity

(PRSSA)
Oct 9
Oct 15

Meeting 5:30-7p.m. 260 Lake
Superior Hall.
Kevin Matthews and Dan
Ballard 12 noon Promenade
Deck, Kirkhof Center. Mem
bers should sign up to work.

NOTE:
The Lanthorn invites all student org
anizations to publish their schedules and
activities in the Lanthorn.

blue avenue

in tne program. Companies such as
Steelcase, Herman Miller, Grant
Thronton, First Independence Bank of
Detroit and The Grand Rapids Press are
among the sponsors.
Williams said three additional
businesses are showing interest in the
program for next summer. He also said
that some of last summer's employers
are asking for an increase in the
number of inte/ns they receive next
summer.
Recently, a luncheon was held at the
Peninusular Club in downtown Grand
Rapids, for the program's students and
their employers.
The affair drew coverage from local
Channel 13's newsteam.
The
newscast also featured a profile of one
of the program's students, freshman
Accounting major Edith Rubio.
Rubio worked ai Herman Miller this
past summer, in the company's
production department. During the
luncheon, her supervisor at HM
announced that she has been offered
employment there for her remaining
college summers, and possibly a job
after her graduation.
"It was interesting working there,"
said Rubio, "I think it’s a real helpful
program, it's been a big help to me."
Rubio says she will return there next
summer, and will be promoted to the
consumer services department. She
said
she may continue to receive
promotions after each summer.
Williams has been pleased with the
students so far, "They're doing well, no
problems in the residential area, and
their classes are going okay as w e ll, as
far as I know.” He added that they all
seem to be enjoying the campus also.

THEREARE TWOSIDESTO
BECOMINGA NURSEINTHEARMY.
And they re both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you 're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you ’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P O Box 7713,
Clifton, N] 0701S. Or call toll free l-800-USA-ARMY.

ARM Y NURSE CORPS. BE A LL YOU CAN BE.

francois cauvin
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Flood Scenes

Photography by Arthur Radlicki
also
in c lu d e
m e n ta l
there is a law that states that im m inent’ then care be
suffering." Marker went on to
^ patient must be kept on denied. What does imminent
say that Americans Against >fhe machine. If the patient is m e a n ? "
she
asked.
Human Suffering is a political
not competent, then the According to the doctors
group whose goal is to pass
family should seek another Marker interviewed, some
legislation for euthsanasia.
doctor." Marker said another
said one week, others said
Marker said, "In 1976
argument for Living Will
three
months. She continued
California was the first state
legislation is that it will lower
by
saying
that other wills
to
pass
L ivin g
W ill
malpractice insurance.
In
state
care
can be denied
legislature... today 38 states
fact, she said, "Malpractice
when
a
patient
must be
have Living Will legislature.
insurance does not go down
artificially
fed.
Marker
said,
The question
is: w ill
in states that pass Living Will
"A
recent
medical
journal
(
California be the first state to
legislation."
The
Medical
Tribune.
March
legalize lethal injection?"
Marker ended by saying
27, 1985) claims that spoon
Marker Glaims that the
that
those
who
are
oppossed
feeding could not be artificial
argument of a need in our
to Living Will are not overly (feeding)."
society for Living Will is not
worried. She said the
"The attitude that Living Will
one that is based on hard
definitions of many of the legislature is here so let's do
data. She said, "We hear
words used in wills are the best we can is right."
about the difficult cases of
different to all doctors. Marker said. "Living Will is
patients who are kept on
"Washington's (state) Living only
a rest
stop
to
machines. Actually, if the
Will
says
that
if
death
is
euthanasia."
patient is competent , then
^★★★★★★★★★★★★★** * * ★ * ★ ★ * * ★ * * * * * * * * *
*
Pive minutes past the Woodland Mall
*
Light
*
*
*Classical
28th
*
*
*Pop
*
\P
*
*Jazz
*
*
*Rock
*
*
Imports
T H E B E ST IN L IV E L A U G H T E R
*
COMPACT DISCS ONLY ** ^ C O L L E G E N IG H T *
*
EVERY THURSDAY
*
*
*
WE SELL SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
*
*
NORTH
* THIS C O U P O N
*
5 N 7th GRAND HAVEN
US-31
WI L L A DMIT 2
(Ju st N o rth of W a sh in g to n St ) —
*
F O R $3.00
O psn 11 to I M on. th ru Sat
s
*
o»°
?
+
'c
*
3
*
5
*
Parking
77th st.
*
* Professional comedians from across
♦
the
country. New shows every week!
♦
To the Beach
2845 Thornhills 949-9322
846-7885
♦
;
* * * * * * * * * A**★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ *★ ★ *★ ***★ *★ ★ *★ ★ ★ *★ **★ *★ ★ *

Society of America (E.S.A.)
proposed the The Living Will.
Marker said, "The Living
W ill
re c e iv e d
lit t le
acceptance until Dear Abby
began
to
m ention
it
frequently in her column."
Again, Marker used the apple
pie analogy. She said when,
"Dear Abby says something
good then we associate it
with apple pie, as something
that is genuine and good.
What we don't realize is that
Abby is a member of the
Advisory Board of the
E uthanasia
E ducation al
Council."
Social acceptance of the
Living Will is only one of five
goals set by the E.S.A.
Marker said that under the
guidance of the World

Federation of the Right to
Die, four other goals have
been set: removal of health
care for the dying, assisted
suicide, lethal injections for
the terminally ill, and death
clinics for any person, at any
age, for any reason.
Marker stated that there are
three other groups who are
profnOting The Living Will as
a S te p p in g
sto n e
to
euthanasia. They are: The
E uthanasia
E d ucation al
C o u n c il
(n o w - c a lle d
Concerned For Dying),
Hemlock, and Americans
Against Suffering. Marker
said, "Hemlock promotes
lethal injections for suffering.
According to this group,
suffering for everyone is
different. I agree... but they

□AIM’S
m y iP A C T
MUSIC

IF

Hair Designers

&

Tanning Salon

Students, don't let your s u m m e r tan l a d e 1

2

4

COUPON
( d a 3(s!h Sj 13 U 2 V 3)
HOURS:
Tues-Fri 9am-7pm
Sat9am-2pm

-:V PERM S P E C IA L! ☆

(;i\ e i s

Reg. $40.00 now $35.00
$35.00 INCLUDES HAIRCUT

A ( Al l.
(a S95-7I51

e<p 10-30-86
5900 LAKE MICH DR
NEAR THE GOAL POST.

Buy 1 Hot Dog get ‘ he 2nd Hot Dog
(of equal or less value)
+ * * if if. 4. * for 25 CENTS * * * * * * *

«

e*p

-14 8 f

0 4281 Lake Michigan Dr
-Allendale

DELI SUBS

8 9 5 -5 4 8 7

☆ s o u p s er
SALADS

HOURS
Mon-Sat 11 00-1 0 00
CLOSED SUNDAY

C h r is
By Deanna McVicar
Staff Writer
When even the heartiest of the
seasonal joggers hung up their Nikes
and headed for dry ground, the men's
cross country team traveled to the
Spring Arbor Invitational for a sloshy 5
mile race.
In past years, Grand Valley has always
done well at Spring Arbor, picking up

the 1st place trophy last year. Yet, due
to injuries and a lack of experience, the
team placed fourth out of five teams.
Spring Arbor won the meet with a total
of 36 points. The other squads were
Lansing Community College with 54
points, Hillsdale totalling 75, Grand
Valley with 84 points and Aquinas with
97 points.
The Laker cloud-breaker for the day

35th place. Ed Kiessel had to drop out
of ihe race before the 2-mile mark due
to illness.

was Chris Karas who won the overall
crown in 26:40. Bob Christian who was
second for the team placed 16th overall
clocking 28:10.
Jim Clabuesch
followed 4 places be hind; in 20th with a
time of 28:20. Freshman Ken Walroth
took 22nd in 28:44. In 25th was Dave
Woday clocking a 28:52. Scott Stone,
29:10 and Pat Leslie, 29:34, were 27th
and 30th, respectively. Rounding out
the contingent was Jeff Kovalumas in

"Young," says Coach Clinger,"our
4th and 5th men haven't run for us
before." Sometimes a team needs a
season to build up its resources.
Coach Clingersays, "We know they are
working hard and we'll be a better team
at ihe end of the year.”

G L IA C N o te s
‘ Last week's GLIAC volleyball match
between Ferris State (#7) and Grand
Valley (#9) was a battle of two NCAA II
nationally-ranked teams, with Grand
Valley winning in four games. Grand
Valley was also ranked eighth in the
NCAA Jl football poll.
Hillsdale last week was rated first in
the NAIA I national polls in both football
and women's
cross country.
Northwood was ranked 16th in
women's volleyball and Saginaw Valley
15th in men’s cross country.
‘ When Ferris State takes on Hillsdale

in this week’s GLIAC football game, it
will be the sixth consecutive
undefeated opponent the Bulldogs will
have faced this season.
‘ Former Wayne State linebacker Paul
Butcher signed a contract with the
Detroit Lions last week, giving the
GLIAC five alumni in the National
Football League. Grand Valley alums
Jeff Chadwick and Rob Rubick are also
with the Lions, and Ron Essink is an
offensive tackle for the Seattle
Seahawks. Former Saginaw Valley star
Eugene Marve is a linebacker with the
Buffalo Bill s.

M
about beating them this time," said
sophomore Karla Hartline.
"Mentally, my team does not want to
be beaten,’ coach Boand said
proudly,"They exhibit a confidence that
shows they want to win."
Ihe Lakers sent Oakland down in
three consecutive games, 15-7,
15-8,15-5, last Saturday.
Their two recent conference wins
sets the Laker record at 3-0. Overall,
they are 15-2. The volleyball squad
plays at home Friday, October 10
against Michigan Tech at 7:00 p.m.

By Laurie Wagner
Staff W riter
Grand Valley's volleyball team
defeated rival Ferris State, Tuesday,
September 30.
The earlier loss handed to the Lakers
in tournament play by Ferris was put
back in the Bulldogs court by winning
three of four games, 15-8,15-9,15-7.
"Our loss to Ferris earlier in the
season made us more enthusiastic

AEROBIC FITNESS SESSIONS
DATES AND TIMES:

We are offering the fun of movement to music for
cardiovascular fitness and appearance benefits of shaping and
toning for both men and women.
LOCATION:

Dance Studio in the Fieldhouse

PROGRAM FEE:

Pre-registration fee is *18.00 for the ten week
session. You may come to as many classes as
you wish. If you do not wish to register early
and you would like to attend on a drop-in basis
then you will be charged Jl.OO/visit. By
pre-registering you will be saving yourself
over $30.00 if you attend all four classes/week

REGISTRATION: For pre-registration, fill out the appropriate
registration form and return it to the campus
recreation office along with the appropriate
fee.
If you plan on dropping in then pay the
fee to the instructor at the beginning of class

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU!

10 week session (meets up to four
times/week)

DAY

TIME

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

INSTRUCTOR

4:304:00 7:00 7:00 -

*N O W

IN

5: 30
5: 00
8 :OO
8 :00

pm
pm
pm
pm

S E S S IO N *

PROPER ATTIRE:Loose Fitting clothing, warm-up or leotard and
shoes designed for court use.
(no running
shoes please).
FOR MORE INFO:Cali the Campus Recreation Office at 895-3662
or stop in at room 82 of the Fieldhouse
NOTE:

This program is designed for s'uiems
Faculty/staff should Inquire about the
D.H.A.P.E.
program

Archie’s
BEER, WINE, LIQUOR,
LOTTERY
♦FREE ICE*

51 Monroe Mall N.W.
1533 Wealthy S.E.

3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson, Grandville

Linda Fett
Linda Fett
Janine Begley
Janine Begley

W ITH

KEG BEER
? land ale
153-1007
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Intramural Rankings

Top 5 Co-Rec
1. The Bar/Hopps
2. Brew Crew
3. Unknowns
d Pnhhlp«
5. Reckless Abandon A
Top 5 Women
1. Whatever
2. Casual Copeland
3. - Windsor Women
4. 3rd Floor Kistler Even
5. Copeland 3

Cheech's

Top 10 Men
1. Druids
2. Wampuses
3. Robinson Rockers A
4. 2nd Floor Copeland I
5. Brewhas
6. 2nd Floor Copeland II
7. Board Walk Boys
8. Sig Eps
9. Campus Security
10. TSo-Nads

Lakers Ready
For
Homecoming

Intramural Softball Scores
The People
Better On Top

9
2nd Floor Copeland II
5 v 3rd Floor Kistler

7
0

The Bar Hopps
Heavy Metal

7
0

Brewhas
Board Walk Boys

14
0

Totally Ripped
W hatever

9
4

Windsor Women
Sky Hawks

7
0

Better On Top
Heavy Metal

7
0

2nd Floor Copeland
Oxford Blue

5
2

The Bar Hopps
Ravine Grlzzleys

7
0

The Bar Hopps
Better On Top

16
9

Total Rees
Reckless Abandon B

7
0

The People
Ravine Grizzleys

11
6

Brew Crew
Robinson Rowdies

11
1

The People
Heavy Metal

7
0

Reckless Abandon A
Etceteras

2
1

Better On Top
Ravine Grizzleys

7
0

Unknowns
Classy Copeland

7
0

7
0
7
0

Cubbies
Totally Ripped

3
2

Classy Copeland
Etceteras
Brew Crew
Reckless Abandon B

7
0

W hatever
Druids

7
0

Robinson Rowdies
Total Rees
Unknowns
Reckless Abandon A

14
9

Totally Ripped
Druids

7
0

Druids
Brew Crew

15
4

Druids
Unknowns

11
2

7
0

Cubbies
W hatever

Peppino’s Pizza
i
i
i
A

I

Whew! The Lakers squeez
ed by a good Ferris State
football team. The Lakers
showed the ir guts and
determination. CentralConneticut State will travel
many
miles to invade Arend Lubbers
Stadium and will be a long trip
home. Tom Kazen and Frank
Miotke have been doing a
great job catching the ball, but
the thing that has really
impressed me is tha excellent
play of Laker offensive line.
The rain has Slowed the Laker
offense somewhat (if you
consider 30 points slowed), but
the conditions for Saturday’s
game will be great. The
underrated Laker defense has
played solid all year as they
gave 100 yards to a running
back for the first time this year.
Carl Pollard and the whole
defensive secondary did a
great job of containing Cedric
Gordon(who?) to 3 catches.
Everyone where your blue and
catch the wave , the Lakers will
sa il
to
a
co n vin cin g
Homecoming victory.

Grand Valley State
34
Central Conneticut St. 7
Last week I was a sizzling 13
out of 15. My overall record is
29 out of 45 which is 62%.

Pro Picks
Green Bay over Detroit
Miami over Buffalo
Chicago over Houston
Cleveland over Kansas City
L.A. Rams over Atlanta
Indianapolis over Saints
New England over N.Y. Jets
Tanpa Bay over St. Louis
Dallas over Washignton
Seattle over L.A. Raiders
N.Y. Giants over Philly
San Fran over Minn.
Denver over San Diego
Cincinnati over Pittsburgh
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$ Luzina
JlaJS U

■ fu n f

Located on the lower floor
of Kirkof Center
Call 895-3656 and ask lor Deb
-Walk-in or Appointment-

I »
Fall Hours:

'$4.00 OFF

Monday thru Friday
9.00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

exp. on 31,1986
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i
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If You D on ’t Know

DIAMONDS
Know Your J e w e le r

45 min. guaranteed delivery
<l or 50% off #
£ DORMS ONLY^t

For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest

Mon-Sat only
Sunday call Standale Pepppmo's
No specials on Sunday

895-4308

"p 0,686

Free Delivery on Campus

MON THUR 4 30 P M 1 A M
S A I 4 30 P M 2 A W
ASK AHOUI OUR DC LIVI RV S t RVICE

mi

Downtown, RogefS_Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland

francois cauvin

blue avenue

X A w o s r rt>z6or
'jOTAd 7V CCU-&06’. ..
CD
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point lead. Schuler leaped into the
endzone to seal the victory.
The Bulldogs didn’t give up though.
With 5:30 left in the ball game,
DenBraber drove-his team 57 yard
power to the Laker one yard fine. An
unfortunate illegal procedure penalty
stopped the Bulldogs from scoring
during the last few seconds of the
game^
Carl Pollard played a great game
defensively as he held All-American
candidate Cedric Gordon to three
catches for 43 yards.
Grand Valley puts their 5-0 record on
the line as they play Central
Connecticut State, Saturday in Arend
Lubbers Stadium at 1:30 p.m..

"Lakers" from p. 1

Ferris State finally put their first points
on the board by means of DenBraber to
Danny M cDougall connection.
McDougall caught a 33 yard pass from
his team leader with 10:42 left in the
second quarter. The extra point was
good and the Bulldogs trailed by eight,
15-7.
The Bulldogs took advantage of a
Tom Kazen fumble on the Ferris 28
yard line late in the second quarter in
order to put more points on the board.
Ferris marched all the way to the other
end of the field to score. DenBraber
found Cedric Gordon for a 15 yard
touchdown with 10 seconds remaining
in the half. The extra point was good
and the score was tied 15-15 at
intermission.
The Lakers and the Bulldogs had a
bad case of the "fumbles" during the
beginning of the third quarter. Grand
Last week’s answer: Ken
Valley had possession with 13:00 left in
the quarter and they eventually scored Norton
on a 28 yard Schuler pass to Tim
This week’s question: Name
Scribner. After the successful extra the N.B.A. personalies who
point attempt, Grand Valley was ahead, have played on and coached a
22-15, with 8:29 left in the third period.
N.B.A. championship team.

LAKER
ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

The Boss
B affler

Ferris State kept the game alive as
they "barked" their way into the
endzone with 4:00 left in the third
quarter. DenBraber scored on a four
yard quarterback sneak to tie the game
at 22-22. The score remained "locked"
at the end of the third quarter.
With 5:36 left in the game, Schuler
threw a 59 yard pass to Kazen for the
game winning touchdown. The Lakers
elected to go for two points for an eight

Senior Tom Kazen had a great game against Ferris State.
Kazen had five catches for 98 yards and two touchdowns,
including a 59 yarder with 5:36 left to snap a 22-22 tie.

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% o ff AT&T’s w eekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.

ALLENDALE WOMEN'S
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE
UNION ASKS...

b) Don’t buy textbooks when “Monarch Notes” will do
just fine.

"DID YOU KNOW?"

c)
"Parents will say, 'Don't you get
drunk or use cocaine,' but
they'll come home from work
ana have six beers. Kids look tc
adults to some integrity. Some
parents feel that they can’t let
their guard down and let their
kids know their opinion, but
kids tell me 'I wisn my mom or
dad had given me some
direction So it's important to
be honest, and if you're worried
just say so."

Save 40% off AT&T’s weekday rate on out-of-stare
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you’re like mast college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. T hat’s why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the rutht choice for you.
„ -$ r AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50A off AT&T’s day rate on calls during
weekends
V
until .5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
to Ham,
Sunday through Friday.
( ’all between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you’ll save 40A
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number’.’ AT&T gives you
immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear longdistance connections any place you cA.ll.
find out more about how AT&T can help save .V()U money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have toHang antunnw ith
d i r rich kids, ( all toll-f ree todav, atd 800 222-0300
,/

sponsored by
Vernon’s Hardware

PREPARE FOR:

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
’EST PnfPARATKX SPECIALSTSS»Cf >938

Can Days Eves 4 vVee^enos
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AT&T

. 5 1 ' i 352- 2530
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The right choice.
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